Industry expert-led Liver Fluke roadshow concludes
following NSW tour

Two industry experts have recently wrapped up a roadshow across NSW designed to highlight the importance of controlling two-week old fluke in
sheep, beef and dairy production and the emerging problem of chemical resistance. Ms Jane Kelley, PhD Candidate, Department of Animal, Plant
and Soil Sciences and Dr Matthew Ball, Technical Services Veterinarian at Virbac Animal Health toured regional NSW towns earlier this month to
share their expertise and help cattle producers address liver fluke disease among their cattle. The roadshow covered everything from the latest global
and local findings to new testing methods, how to build a FlukeKill program and how to integrate a fluke treatment with best-practice worm treatment
– making it an invaluable forum for cattle producers and veterinarians to improve their knowledge and understanding of control methods for optimal
cattle production. Beef and sheep producer Tony Overton was one of the farmers who attended the Walcha seminar. “We’ve always been very
vigilant when it comes to these issues in sheep, but we’ve never looked at it being a major issue for cattle, even though we knew it was coming,” he
said. “This seminar highlighted the three different application methods, with good explanations of the pros and cons of each, which was of great value
to me. I found it very helpful to learn the science behind the best methods for controlling parasites and fluke in our cattle.” Beef producer Bill Mitchell
said he attended the Armidale seminar because “we know we have issues with fluke and realise we should be doing more about it. It was great to hear
from the experts and get reacquainted with the whole fluke issue – and it was also useful to make contact with the best people to help us. We already
use Virbac products, and while our resellers often guide us with how and when to use the products, it’s good to hear a wider range of information on
the topic. We will be seeking Virbac’s help as we implement a fixed program to help us run the farm more efficiently.” Virbac Australia’s Fluke Product
Manager David Yang described the roadshow as a great success. “With autumn heralding the start of liver fluke season, now’s a critical time for
graziers to address the disease among their cattle. Jane and Matthew have presented some really invaluable information to Australia’s industry
professionals and cattle producers, and this has been a unique opportunity to learn the latest in fluke management from the experts. We hope it’s
helped to inform Australian farmers on the best practices to safeguard their livestock and minimise the impact of this challenging disease.” Ends
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